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A SIMPLE PROOF OF THE RAMSEY SAVINGS EQUATION*
MOHAMED EL-HODIRI?
In [2] Ramsey considers the problem of minimizing the accumulated differ-
ence between bliss B and net utility U(x)- V(a), where U(x(t))is the instantane-
ous utility of consuming x(t) and where V(a) is the instantaneous disutility of
working at the rate a(t). Capital c(t) and labor a(t) are used to produce the
output flow according to the production function f(c(t), a(t)). Output in turn is
divided between capital accumulation, c(t) and consumption x(t). Thus the
problem is to minimize the integral2 (B- U(x)+ V(a))dt subject to + x
f(c, a). In other words, we are to minimize the integral:
T
fo (B U(f(c, a ) V(a)))- + dt.
Setting a 3, the problem becomes:
T
minimize Io L(Z,)dt
where Z (Z, Z:)= (c, y).
















B- U+ V-eU’-a(U’f,,- V’) O.
U’f.- V’=0.
* Received by the editors, April 15, 1976.
" Department of Economics, University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas 66045.The purpose of this note is purely pedantic since it reveals no new "truths." It merely makes it
easier to understand what is already a widely held belief.
Ramsey considers the case where T . By taking the limit, and arguing around a bit, we can
show that the Euler equations in our simple problem will still hold. That, however, will make the proof
far from simple. It should also be noted that we don’t discuss the existence problem, thus embracing the
risk of an empty intersection between the set of arcs for which a solution exists and the set of arcs for











































































Equation (4) is Ramsey’s savings equation and has the usual interpretation
that the "optional" policy is to save more if the net satisfaction is below bliss level
and to dissave if that level is surpassed. Equations (3.1) and (3.4) express the usual
market conditions for capital and labor.
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